Joe Dimaggio setting the record straight - on May 15, 1941, it began on that day. Joltin' Joe Dimaggio went on for four with a run batted in against Eddie Smith and the Chicago White Sox from that fateful day until July 16. Fifty-six games later Dimaggio hit safely in every game setting a brand new record that still stands as one of the batting streak player record books on baseball almanac. Batting streak records, baseball almanac is pleased to present a record book full of baseball milestones for batting streaks including most consecutive games with a hit, most consecutive games with a hit by type of hitter, lefthander, righthander, etcetera and other interesting marks. Why Tiger Woods consecutive rounds streak might be better - compared with beating the field, consecutive made cuts a record also held by Woods at 142 is a markedly more modest feat because it doesn't require consistency round after round. New York Yankees 1903 present - Clark Griffith 1903 1908 Kid Elberfeld 1908 George Stallings 1909 1910 Hal Chase 1910 1911 Harry Wolverton 1912 Frank Chance 1913 1914 Roger Peckinpaugh 1914, Most Grand Slams in a Single MLB Season MLB.com - Hitting one grand slam in a season is hard enough but hitting a handful of them that takes an incredibly rare combination of both skill and a little luck from 1901 the season the American League began play through 2017 a total of 146 different players had recorded at least one 40 Homer season four hundred and forty-four had compiled at least one 30 Homer campaign, http://mlb.com/player/405395 Albert Pujols -